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The New York (Jly 15,1973) described how

1970, the City University, of. New York Chank7ed- its admis-.

sion ,policy and Opened its doors to all rraduatinG hiGh

in

school seniors in the citylreradless of their scholastic

record. Many_were admitted/to were lucking in a'number

of skills necessary to cope successfully with college

level courses. Larcp numbers had to be riven special

assistance and special courses to overcome deficiencies

in their precollege prpparation and background.

For such studentslbecause of the heavy reading; load)

usually expected of them, the readability of the textbooks

assigned to them 'ecomes a matter of great concern. Th4.S

study was undertaken to find out how the reading ability

of these-students compares With the readability of their

textbooks. More important, it was.undertaken to explore

what could be done to help the students who have,reading

and study skills deficiencies to handle the difficult

assignments with some measure of success.
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A

INTAibLCTrON
(la

number of s'.Lidies -have been made recently comparing
. ( ,

e,reading ability'' of college students with the 'actability

of their textbooks.

2, study by Major and Collette (1961) had found that in

a nation-wide survey of college general biology textbooks,
.

that 'he most frequently used and preferred texts were
/

written beond the railing comprehension level of college

. freshmen. Creamer (1968) found that while the students "in

rural community college had an average reading ability on

the 8th grade level, the textbooks they were ucing averaed

between grade levels 14. and 16. Gibson (1971) reported

that 1,elson Denny .c.t.ading lest scores of a sample of 2C0

corn unity college stude[ts'indicated that 65;(;

had poor reading ability, 24,0 average, and 11)0 superior,

with informal saiing inventory results indicating that

over alf were reading at fr((st-ration level. hcClellen

(1971) comi,rred i ailing ieveis (helson "Jenny) of Hills-

borouLh, Junior (joll"ege students in :rout' social ,,cience

area clasesati.,ndone Lnglish drhss with reada:dlity lev-

els of twenty selected texts indicating that less than

30. per cent of students' enrolleL in the college 'would be

able to.r 'ad their texs. Of,the twenty texts analyzed,

eight had rf,adahility level scores of 16.. Of these

eight texts,'three were selected foi'' use by students in

5



remedial typ! col.irses: Terry :.. line (197",!) made a stuy

of the rea"din abilit.of L:Audents in a.counit,-, caller ;e

in 1: ssouri. e compared teir readir'Ic evels with the
,

readability of the textbooks which they were wiin;. ,He

found tht the average readrw; 1 ev-1 of.the students in-
,

. -

volved,os determined br :+elson :Jenn 2est,was

ct the 1.6 i7iade level. The re:.dabilit of the seventeen

lie-x'.boks selected for the stu:y was determitned by he

le -h all rAeadabilitL; '1,ormula. i'he:.results showed that

of the studon*s in the classes usinc trip books had read-

ing abilities belo the grade level 1,1acement of th

textbooks. -even of .the textbooks were above thb rep dyne,
A

abiliLies of at least ?);, of the students in the .corres-

Londinr classes. '211us,,even thour:h the. students had an av-

eraf:e redinr abili, 1.1.-ooz-bly higher than that for most .

community coil s, their text books were in most cases

much toolirfieult for them to handle.

To ascertain whether a similar disparity between'

readability of texts and the readin: ability of their users

existed at a New York 4-ity colled, a -similar survey was

undertaken in the all oµ 1q72 at Lehman,. denior

collere locaf;ed in the ronx, New York.

C
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prior to their entr;.nce to h.h. Lehman Collere in

the ,:v11 of 1-',i'reshmen were riven ti.,. ,merican Collere

Test. The test sho..ed that mane of the students .ere below

13th Fr:xde (?reshman v,1) in redinr: ability with scores

ranrinr from below 7th ri-,de to OveS 14th grade. Those 'who

scored below Ane (70 dle were t:Elsirned.to take a siedial one-

year course in readiz.r, and study ski.s Tiven by the :.cadem-

ic skills Liepartment..

textbook questioftnaire was submitted to these

n'eciA. stud nIs durinr the second month of .the semester.

,Jee

Crr the basis of their' answers, 271) books in the ,Jocial

-cience area-were selected for api.raisal. They were books

dealir: with HistorL', :,nth ro?oloi7y,Black history,'iociolory,

.,conomics and i4ipliticai -cience. The books which were being

used by at least thT.ee of the students in the selected rroul,

are shown in ,:ppendix

subjects

The selected croui, were some 81 students who were

taking bourses in the oci al sciences. 1. Nelson Denny Read-

ing Test showed their average redinE grade level to be 10.4.

The distribution of their reading scores is shown in Table I.

This FrouL was fairly relzresentative of the other Students

assigned to the Reading Department. for kn examination of

the scores r)f other. student: :;howed :Iferli;e re .din`,



grade'level of 10.5 and a similar range from below 7th grade

up to .14th grade reading level. The 81 students then were

at least two years on the average belowaccePtable college

reading level ability. That this is not unusual is indicat-

ed by a study by Halfter and .DouElaas (1958) who after a

.*
careful eight year study concluded that two thirds of their

entering college freshmen lacked reading skills required for

academic success. .Also Hadley (1957) estimated'that 95 per

cent of college entrants lack adequate study skills and that

a relatively small percent have reading speeds and comprehen-

sion skills adequate for preparation of their college 46signi

ments.

Table I Nelson Denny '.Jcores of students in the Study

Reading Grade Levels No. of students

Below 7 2

.7 -7;4 3

7.5 7.9
,8.0 - 8.4 3

8,5 - 8.9 6

9.0 - 9.4 10

9.5 9o9 13 .

10.0 -.10.4 6

10.57 D.9 7

11.0 - 11.4 6

11.5.- 11.9 3

12.0 12.4 6

12.5 - 12.9 7

13.0 - 13.4 3
13.5 - 13.9 3,
14.0 - 14.4 1

14.5 - 14.9 0

N = 81

Median - 10.0 Mean - 10.4 Mode - 9.7

1rt



I

iRUC.LDURE

Appraisal of the Textbooks

To appraise the textboOks'used by the subjects, the

following
. ,

pi-ocedures.were used:

1. lipplication of a readability formula for ascer-

taining ti-:e,r'eading grade- level .of the books.

2. An estimation by two Reading specialists of the

reading level of the texts.

3. Antestimation.by the Instructors in the social

science classes of the readability of their books.

4. ,,/-1 estimation of the relative difficulty of the,.

books by thp studerits using them.

'5. An analysis by the (..;oci. science Instructors of

other aspects of readability Oesides grade level.

readability Grading of Textbooks

A number of formulas have been used in various stud-
.

ies of re,cnbility over- the years. .:om6 of the most popular

have been the Lorge (1944), the Dale-Chail 1948), the Flesch

(1948), the Gunning (1952) and the Fry (1968). It is not

withiri the scope of this study todiscusS the reliability

or the validity of these various formulas. This Has been
I

done quite well by George R."Klare 'in. his heaslarement of

Readability (1963.).'

Recently,' Dr. G.H. hcLaughlin, Irofessor Of dommuni-

cations at LiTracuse University delaSed a readability measure

which he called the smog Grading FOrmula (in tributqlo- he re-

marked, to Gunning's -Foc Index) (1969). -Certain feattres of

the formula prompted -the writer to make use of it for this

study. According to Mctaughlid, the CiroF Formula has cer



thin positive adv .ntaCes over the other ormulas In the

field:

1. It is a simple formula and e'asy to

It saves!time,takinG only about nine minutes tq

derive a grade level for reading material.

3 It uses 'a much larger sample *>C0) words instead

of the 100 or words used in other formulas.
41,

4. it is more valid than sore of the other formulas

for the derived Grade level is that which a reader. needs

to insure complete tomprehension rather than the trade

at which a book. or article can be read with understand=

5. The formula takes intb account both semantic and

syntactic difficulties and their interaction - a fac.S.

which pre'vicus investigators seeL to have overlooked.

method for using this formula is given in

ppendix Cc).
.

10



appraisal of Textbooks. by si)ecialist and Instructors

" 1 r
-

spekir47, the formulas are not too ac-

1.^1- in .rny, th.if

&rd error of the predictions riven by his formula is about,

1.5 grades. That is, the formula will predict the grade of

a,passL47e accurately within one and a half trades in ( ;5

the cases.

There are many other shortcominr,s and inadequacies

of readability formulas. They are mechanical and do not

measure abstract ideas contained in passages hur their den-

sity. They do not take into account matters of typorraphy

nor the impact of pictures, illustri.tions, diacrams and

other non:-prose materials. They do not measure the way

material is organized for fcilitating learninn. They pay

no attention to style nor vividness nor topicality 'of ex-

pression. Lore important still, they do not. e take into ac-

co_ult the interaction of the reader and the material -

matters of previous experience, motiw,tion,'interest, at-

titudes, and the like. In shoiL.t, they do not measure the

equipment which the reader brings to the book.

It became necessary,therefore, to find other addi-

tional'means for app.raisinr the readability of the text-

books. Two .1eadinp, teachers from the Academic Skills De-

partment and the instructors ia.the ;,iocial science Depart7

meat wh-Le books were being, used wera asked to assess

textbooks, using a five point scale devised by the writer.

?he .311idelines sho.,in in Appendices )

0'

of.



The ileading teachers were also asked to api,raise the

textbooks on other asl,ects of readabilit:7 besides grade

level. The science instruators'were likeWise asked

to aupply additional information about the suitability of

the textbooks from the uoint of view of their curricular

objectives and their knowledge of the students' abilities.

Appraisal by :students

Un the textbook survey to he answered by the stu-
..

dents,there was room also for them to record their esti-

mates of the relative difficulty of their books. wee Appen-
,

dix (F). It should be noted that since the survey was

taken during the second month of the semestethat the

students could not have completed their books and thus

could not give a complete nor competent judgment onthis

matter of relative difficulty: Many other factors also

would have Co be considered her'e before their judgments

could be called valid. libweverc., it was thpucht worth-

while to record their opinions and to'note haw:they corre-

sponded with the other estiMates.

12 (
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RESULTS

i. The readability levels .of thestwenty,threeNSocial.

Science textbooks, according to the Smog Grading formula,

ranged from 13th grade (Freshman level) to18th,grade

,(Graduate school level). Five of the books were on 13th.

grade level, four.on.14th grade; .six .on.lth.gradelthree
, , .

,

, / .
,

on 16th gr6d2e,'fouf cn-17th grade.and two on 18th grade.

,T Smog gadings are shown below. The books are listed

by authors.

'1. Garraty

2. Morgan

3. Iriye

Full titles are lis-eiad in'Appendix B..
O

Table II-Smog Gradirigs

. 15.5 AN.

'13

15.5

15 13. kicNalf (1)

14 14. McNall((2)

13. 15. Chinoy

4. Kolko, 18 16. DeFleur 16

5. Rozwene 16 W. Spencer 14

6. Ostratider 16. 18. Samuelson 15.5

7. kq,uint 17 . 19. Heilbroner 13

8. Paden (1) 17 20. Taylor 14

9. Paden (2) 18 21. Spradley 15

10. Paten 73) 22 Richards . 13

Thompsoii 17. 23. Greenstein 17

12.Boehen 13 24. Dahl 15.5

2. The two Reading SpeCialists' estimates of rolkth?

ability showed a range of grade levels from 13 up to 17.

Three of the books were estimated to be 'on 13th grade

level; seven on 14th grade, eight on 15th uadel three

13



on 16th Lrade and one,on17th grade.

The Social science instructors' estimates /IT read-

ability raneTed.from Er4de 10,5 up to 16th grade. Only
. .

-
eleven books were appraised,so that the resultS here are

incomplete and inconclusive. ,The.tendency seems to be

for the instructors to assign much lower readability rat-
.

-ings to their texthooka% book.was rated on a 10th

grade level, three On a 12th grade level,N three otl'a 13th.

grade level,-twO on a 14th, one on .a 15th and ,one an a

16th.

4. The readability levels of the textbooks obtained

from the threedifferent sources, namlSr, the Smog Grading,

the '.Reading TeacherSt' estimates and the InStructors' esti-

mates, are show/fon Table III below. The last column aver-
, ,

ages the estimates from the different sources. It shows a_

range of-grades,from 13 up to 17. Four books were.on 13th

grade _(:vel, seven books were on 14th grade level\ five

books were on ,15th grade level, six books were on 16-th\

grade and two books were on 17th grade level. Thus; all

the textbooks were on college level grade. Only four of

the twenty four were on freshman level. 1r

The.grade level placements of the textbooks as ob-

tained from the Smog formula, the Reading teachers' esti-

mates and the-Instructors' estimates are summarized La-

Table IV.

14
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11
TABLE III

1,

2

5

6

7

8

9

Readability Grade Levels

Book 1?eadinr Teachers' awl: Formula Instructors' AveraFe
Estimate Estimate 'Estimate

14

15

14

14.5

14.5

13.5

15

17

1Q,5

10 16.5 18

11 16.5 : 17
9

12 N.A. 13'

13 16 15.5

14 \ 14.5 13
i

15 \' 13.5 15.5

16 15 16

-, 17 15 14

18 15 15.5

a9. 15.5 '13

20 14 14

21 15.5 15

22 14 ,13

23 15 17

24 13.5 15.5

15

14

13

18

16

16

17

17

18

12 14

12 14.

N.A.* 13.5

16.5

N.A. 15.5
\./

N.A. 15.5(

N.A. 16

16.5 17

14 16.5

14 16.5

N.A. 17

15 14

L.A. 16

12.5 13

10.5 13

15 15

13 14

N.A. 15

13 14

N.A. 14

N.A. 15

13.5 13.5

N.A. 16

N.A. 14.5

* Not Available



'TJ,BILL IV

Number of Books at.Different Grade i,eVels

Grade
. . .

. .

Reading Teachers'
Estimate'

.Smor-, Formula - InstFuctors'
Estimate

10 p 0 1

0 0 0

.. fl '0 3

13 3 5 '3

14 7 4 2

15 .8 6 1

16 3 3 1

17 1. 4 , 0

18 0 2 0

5

Total 22 24

The O'bience instructors who handed in their

api;raisals gave other information in Addition to their es-
t

timates of the readability of the books. As ,was noted in

Table IV above, they had tended to give lower gradings to

the textbooks than had the Reading teachers or the Smog

formula. However, many of them wrote that they were not

too well satisfied with the bookA they wereusing. Obvious-

ly, they-were reacting to the fact that the books could not

be handled easily by many of their students. Some comments

by different instructors arequoted below:

1. "Due to lack of depth in the. presentation of mate-
rials in the basic text, I had to use other books.
The book woefully failed to achieve the objective
of the course."

2., "Most of the materiA was so sui.erficiil thL.t I
had to supplement with lectures and refer to other

18
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o.

texts. On the whole, continued reliance on the
book would have defeated'the objective.of the
course."

3. "The 'book i$ useful because assigned readings gen-

erate 'a lot of interesting discussiOns."
,

1

4. "These fwo books are used` as 'supplementary -te-xtkp
which are integrated with a third book as well
as my lectures. The articles in the third book
are used as a' basis for, my discussion groups."

5. "I found' the books%were Useful-f* only some sec-
tions of the course. :elections from the two
texts are now part of the Supplementary read3)ng

'assj.gnments and npt required reading."

>

6. "Both.the textbooks and assigned essays are used
as a source for examinations."

"The book turned off the,students'and I no longer
use it."

8. "I worry about the problem of readability when I
assign supplementary re'ading."

9. "If I found a text that was more interesting and
clear, I'd change. I,,hope I will."

-10. "There are many questions other than readability
to-worry about in getting my message across."

11. "I found that the books were useful for only some
sections of the course and that for' many students
the books were difficult. I suggestedjtherefore,
that the students use other books."

12. "On the whole, I think it will be very difficult
for freshmento comprehend most of the material.
The book was too verbose, very superficial and

incomprehensible. r had to use other books."

13. "The book serves the objectives of the course
rather weal but not for those with reading prob-
lems."

14. 'iAs anjntroduction it has flaws because it is too
terse and therefore heavy and not as readable as
it could be. I'use other materials which I gener-
a_ly prefer to the texts."

17
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6. Art_appra'isal of the relative difificulty.of the text

. by teachers ang studpnts was also abstained: The dif-
. \

flculty of the texts was scored on a 5 joint cale which-

asked for estimates ranging from "very easy" to "very dif-
(

JIcult". The results are listed in Table V below.

Table V - Suralary of
of ComprelienSion

Category

itating,s
of

Students'
Estimates-

on.lielittive Difficulty
Texts

.Heading Teachers'
estimates

No.-of Books

VRY EASY 0 0

Very Easy to Easy 0 0

EASY 0 0

Easy to Average 6. 1

AVERAGE -
4. 4

Average to Difficult 10 8

DIT4qCULT 1 8

Difficult to Very Difficult. 2 1

VERY DIPFItULT, 0 0

73-

The studeqs estimates were averaged as were the

estimates of the two readir4; teachers. The correlation be-

tween the two,Astimates was found to be This is a

small negative correlation showing that the teachers' es--

timates tend to be slightly the opposite of how the stu-

dents regard their books. In general, the students thought

their books were notaas difficult to understand as the read-

teachers estimated them to be. It should be noted that

the students estimates are simply reflections of their sub

18
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r

jective feelings They were not given any instructions.

on hoVi to arrive at their jUdgments. The Reading teath-

ers, on the other hand, were askedto base their. esti-L

mate of difficulty on such factors as style,.typography,

organizat on *of materialiand density of concepts before

con in to a conclusion:about the e.;,(se of comprehensibil-.
77.

ity of the text. '6

7. Cqrrelation- studies between the different esti-

mations showed-he following:

The correlation between the Smog ratings and the

Reading Teachers' estimates was .69. This shows

that there ts a good or dependable correlation be-

tween these two methods for getting an objective - vt.v

V.

appraisal of the readability of textbooks.

The correlation between the smog formula and

the social acience teachers' estimates (whei-e

able) was found to be .39. This is a low correla-

"tion.

,19
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OCI,CLIJ,,1614; x.111)

this study confirms the firdincs of many her studies

with the iob. ,.ccordihg to this study,-the -ocial

.science textbooks uoed by a croup of coilece freshmen were in

most cases many rt:,de levels above their reading ability. For '

use in elf-study, wW.cr is one of. the main. objectives of a

collec;e education, the textbooks were found to be too diffi-

. cult for many of the students to .com rekiend adequately, or

properly.

o meet this roblem,two somewhat dif'Peent a(_ roaches

have been used'- one by th7ebocial .science instructors and'

the other by the iteadint; instructors in the 2cademic

i)epartment.
. .

' The :social :science' instructors, although they had a

number of adveme criticisms, in general, felt that the

b?.oks they were using were not too difficult -to be handled

.by most of their students and that the books were suitable

for their course objectives. Here it must be noted that

their classes are comprised of otl-lerstudents besides those

who were selected for the study. The Lcademic skills stu

dents are only a ;;,i't of the whole ':'reshman class - those

who, were below the 20 percentile in read,ing ability. The

teachers were considering their classes as LI whole rather

than just the secial students of the study.

,Furthermore, those instructors who are aware of the

difficulties irherert in tne book and of the lack of read-

ing ability of the students, will usually resort to other

methods of instruction. Throuch lectures, class discussions,

20 ,



supplementary aids and Other 'pedagorical methods, the.in-

structor may. h(1.1. the students to understand' the material

in the textback. he may,us device,guidanCe,

and organized presentations to interest dnd assist the

student to understand the work. In many instances, the

basic text is used very little in the course. The in-

structor may make use of many other qpmmunication media

for teaching the subjLct mutter. lie will, use moxorraphs,

periodicals,essays,.abstrcts, films and other supplement-

ary aids to teach rather than depend on the basic text.,

In' other words, he will try to brinr the content of the

material down to the level of the student's ability to

comprehend.

Th.e reading teachers have a different approach.

They work on the assumption that a student should be help-

C

ed to cope with the reading material in his courses when-

ever a low reading ability is shown. In-fine with this,

the :reading, lepartment has laid out a full yeais's.course

of 'special help in readiw and study skills with special

emphasis on reading in the content areas.

It is recommended that a coordinated effort be made

to use both approaches. The emphasis in Reading courses

should be not only on general reading and stud skills but

on aids to comprehension ofthe specific texts which the

students are using in their contegatcourseS. This fact

has been noted. and proper applicatidn'is,being made in the

Reading syllabus.

21
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Mazay of the reading and stue:j skills taught by the

ieding Department can also be taught by the instructors

in't'e content areas. They should be aware of the read-

ing abilities of their students. They should be knowledge-

able about how the reading process works and be able to ex-

plain,proper re..ding.procedureb in making textbook assign-7

ments. Information along these. lines can be obtained from

the tecling "Department. i n in-service course for interest-

eh instructors could be arranged.

4
The heading Dep._.rtment can also supply information

#4.

about the level of a student's reading ability.The American

College Debt scores of. all .freshten should also be made

J

available. These reading scores would be most helpful to

an instructor who wished to individualize his teaching,

make proper assignments,-use supplementary texts,or select

the best basic text for ills purposes.
a

The Smv formula seems to be a good 'objective meas-

ure of the readability levels of textbooks. It is easy to,

apply and would help in making decisions about proper books

to be used .in particular courses. The Articling bepartme t

would also be able to'furnish appraisals upon request.

A recent full day conference held between the Read-:

ing Depattment and the History Dep.rtment high-lighted the

need for a joint approach to the problem of' meetinL the

_reading needs of the students. One plan which turned out

to be very productive was to use team-teaching in a History

class. A teacher from each of the departments combined their

22



expertise td teach a history course. This may be 'rune answer

on how to help students with .. their hitony_ reading problems.

I-leetincs .idth ot:lu le.i.;,rtments al one; similar lines would be

highly desirable.

This study leads to .the.conclusion that without spe-

cial assistance on the part of the instructor, without spe-

cial effort; to improve reading:skills, or without hicji

motivation on the part/f the student, the disparity between

the re dingy- ability of the Student and the readability of

their texts can-only-lead to frustration.

This frustration may be the major factor in the

larEe percentage of drop-outs from college a-nd is espeetal-

ly true for students who have less than average, reading

ability.,

repofted in the New York Times (July 15,1973

City University officials' hack recently compiled data show -

ink; that 51,, of the Open Admission students and 30,) of the

Regular Admission students dropped out of the senior col-

leges. In the Community Colle;:es 59,, of the Open Admis-
\

sion students and 52,E of the Regular Admission students

dropped out. A stud;; by the American Council. on Education,

the University Research Corporation, and two Lehthan

lere sociolcgists, b. Lavin and B. Jricobson found that

these drop-out rates were generally sirilar to those for

higher education institutionson a nation-wide /scale...

If then, as the writer believes, one of the major

causes of these drop-outs lies in the4nability of many of

the students to cope with their reading materials, does it

23



then not become 'necessary to take a long hard look at

products that textbook writers are dispensing?

sums\of money are being spent on the purchase

the

,1:Jince large

of materials

which are incomprehensitle.to large proportions of intend

ed users, serios attention should be

ability levels of the textbooks which

ting out for cohere use. Increasinir

riven ,to readability research with the

in technology necessary for adjusting

the abilities of the students who

F6:culties

riven to the read

publishers are put

attention should be

object of develop-=

materials to suit

them. Finally,

of various department's should review their meth-

ods of textbook selection and place

the list of criteria.

7

2

readability high on
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-APPENDIX

(A) STUDENT TEXTZ00K SURVEY

Name Section

Instructor

1. For all the textbooks you are using this term (hard or aoftcover9. give:

1) Full title 2) Author 3) Publisher 4) Edition 5) Copyright date

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8:

9.

10.
ff

2. For each textbook write the course in which It is being used and the

instructor's name:

Name of Book Course Instructor

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

e

2i)

11.



B) ,;(.;CI .,L .j.: 'l, 4(,(_i., ..1,.,C._ hN .A.,,, r.I AL

-r.. ......,

HI:TO;tY tl,,
.

1. American Sation - john A. ,Jar::.aty, hai.er C,:litow,
4

Vol 1,
. :. Vol 11, rid d.

2. ...ritan Uilemnft - Ndmunh...,. Lorran, Little BI:own, X58

.3. ACVQ86 - iriye, harcourt Brace*
Y.. , l95

u

4. it(34ts of American .roreif7n - Gabriel, K Boacon l'aper
tress, 5th 1972

5. ite'st,leios Ar;..e'ricans -ozwerid, martin and ,:iindler,-"Vol11,
L. Xerox Corp., 1972,

6. 1:rofile.history of the United :Mates Gilffan a. Ostrander,
:.cGraw hill hook Co,welind ;A.., 1972

"7. ain irobiems in Ar:iel-ic; history - howard ,uint Cantor,
A ertson, borsey iress, 2 Vol, 'rci i d, 1972

BLACK H;,iTo:tY
8. African Experience, Vol 1-John N. laden ,C1,d.v.ard W.oja, North.-

western Unviersity Tress, 2nd Ld., 1970

9. African Lxj rience, Vol 2-John N. laden u. L4-ard '...>oja, North-
western University iress, 2nd nd., 1970 .

1C. African Lxp fence, Vol 3- John N. laden a Edward'. Ioja, North-,
'western University 1ress, 2nd 1970

11. African unity - V. B. Th.omison, T. Lont-76h, 1971

12. Toidos in '..est. :,frican history - A. Boahen; Longman Group Inc.,
Iiqpdon, 1966, American Distribution, Humanities

U0C1CLGGY 1

13. L;ociological lerspective - ;:cott G. LcNall, Little Brown &

14.

Co.,

:iociolocical xierience -

2nd Ed., 1971

Little Brown & Co.,
1971

15. ,,ociolocical ierspective - Chinoy, itandom house, 1968

16. ..,ociology: Han in .,,oriety - be ,cott Foresman

EGGLOLICL;
17. Contemporary 'i,conomics - Elton h. .,pencer, lubl

lst'.Nd., 1.971

18. Ecormics - ;aul A. -amueIson, LcGraw hill, N.Y., ftth Ld,, 1970

19. 'Economic - 'aobert h. ..e lb;oner, irentic hall
.;:rd tAl., 1972

ANTh-oi'.LOGY
Cultural +,days - it.B. Taylor, James ,iradley LcCurdY,

Allyn & Baron, 1969

21. Conformity and Conflict - .)pradley and EcCurdy Little Brown, 1971

22. r.an in ierspective - Cara hichards, ;tandom House, N.Y. 1971
POLITICAL bCI-NCE
23. American iariv -,ystem - }red L. Greenstein- irentioehall 2nd bd., 1970

24. j)emocraey in United :.tales- lromise and.:erformance- cobert A. Dahl:
Band Lchally Co., 197?

2f;



_:(6) :Outline of SMOG Grading FoOMOtla.

1. Zo t 10 consecutive' sentences near the .beginning of

the text to be assessed;10 in the middle and 10 near

the end. Count as a sentence any string of.words end-
,

-ing with a period, question mark or exclamation point.

2. In' the, selected sentences, count every word of three or

more sy les. Any stringof letters or numerals

°k beginning and ending with 4 space or punctuation mark

should be counted if you can distinguish at least three

syllables when you r%ad it aloud in context. If a

/1 sy3labic.word is repeated, count each repetition.

3. Estimate the square root of the number of polysyllabic
.

. words counted. This is done by taking the square root

of the nearest perfe'q% square. For example, if the

count is 95, the nearest perfect square is 100,which

yields a square root of 10. If the count lies roughly

between'two perfect squares, choose the lower number.

4. Add 3-to the approximate' square root. This gives the

SMOG Grade, which is the reading grade that a person

must have reached if he is to understand fully the, .

text assessed.

9
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(D) Guide for Reading Teachers

in Assessing Readability of Textbooks.

? Directions: Below are listed 6 specific criteria and an overall
' estimate of readability of textbooks. Kindly rate each accord -

i ng to the extent you think the treatmen in the contributes to or
detracts from the readability of the book.

I. A. Polysyllabic words (wor'ds with 3 or more syllables) per 30. sentences.

150 Very many 120 many 100 average 60 few 30 very few

B. Complexity of sentences. (Many subordinate 'clauses) per 30 sentences.

25 Very many 20 many 15 average 100 few 5 very few

C. Sty16 (interesting vivid presentation, colorful language,
familiar or relevant terms and references, clear development)

Very goo4 good average poor very poor

D. Density (many concepts packed together, frequency of difficult,
abstract or technical terms or concepts per page)

Very many many average, few very few

E. Typography(comfortable tyie, good format, lines not too long,-
no glare, good illustrations, non-prose
materials attractive, well-labelled.

Very good good' average poor very poor

F. Organization for learning(chapter subtopics, marginal
notes, summaries, reviews, outlines,
glossary, index, illustrations,
clear definitions, logic]. development)

Very good good average __poor very poor

II. General Estimate of Readability

A. Very difficult difficult average easy very easy

B. Estimated grade level (for complete understanding or comprehension)

-7 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 16+

r"

Name of Book and Author Reader's Name

28
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(E) Guide for Content Area Teachers
in Evaluating Textbooks.

Directions: Please evaluate textbooks for each of the categories

listed.

I. Readability see Reading Teachers" Guide,

A

I/. Level of difficulty - How difficult do you estimate

se book might be for Freshmen of average reading

ability to understand fully the textual material?

Very difficult difficult average difficulty easy very easy.

III. Suitability - Please expand on the following questions:

1. Why do you use this particular book?

2. How do you use this book?

(regular assignments, as a supplementary text,

tie-in with lectures, questions from textbook,

book reports, source fortest material, etc., etc.)

3. How well does this book serve the purposes

or objectives of.your course?

Title of Book

Ss.

Reader's Name



ti

.(F) Student Textbook Survey (2)

Name

-3.- For each textbook put a check in the proper column for what you consider

the ease of understanding the book

At

'Name of Book

-Very

Difficult

Average- Very

Difficult Difficulty Easy Easy

et.

1. ,

2.

3.

4.
.

5.

6.

7.
0

8.

9. M

.0.
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